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Year 11
ATAR English

This is a revision package designed to help you prepare for Year 11 ATAR English examinations.
Although most schools will study Unit 1 and Unit 2 concurrently, the work in this package is
primarily a revision of the Unit 1 content. You can find the content statements in the syllabus
document at the link below:
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/576703/English-Year-11Syllabus-AC-ATAR-GD.pdf
The content is divided into three sections to reflect the structure of the English examination
papers.
In each section you will be provided with individual lessons containing information and activities
that will help you to perform well in the exam.
Lessons are self-contained and can be completed in any order as part of a regular study program.
However, it is advisable to complete the comprehension activities in the sequence in which they
appear.
The lessons are designed to supplement your class work. They may take between 1-2 hours each,
depending on your level of knowledge and skill.
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WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE 11 ATAR ENGLISH EXAMINATION
The assessment guidelines for English state that
Here is a ‘snapshot’ of what the ATAR paper looks like:

From: https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/592660/2019-ENG-Written-Examination-web-version.PDF

Let’s break this down a bit further:
Section 1 Comprehension:
• 3 questions in 60 minutes = 20 minutes for each question
• 30 marks
(10 marks per answer).
Section 2 Response
• 1 question in 60 minutes = 1 hour for this section
• 40 marks
(more marks than any other section)

Image: PRESENTER MEDIA
Used with permission

Section 3 Composing
• 1 question in 60 minutes = 1 hour for this section
• 30 marks
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ABOUT THE COMPREHENDING SECTION
In the comprehending section you can expect to read or view 2-3 texts. They will be written and
visual texts from the three main text types specified in the syllabus: imaginative, interpretative or
persuasive. Refer to your Syllabus Glossary (p20 – available at the link below) to see definitions of
each of these text types:
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/576703/English-Year-11Syllabus-AC-ATAR-GD.pdf .
The passages will generally be 300-500 words in length. The visual text will be a still image.
Activity
As a warm up, it would be a good idea to think of the kinds of texts you might get. Look at the list
below. Decide which text type category each belongs to. Write (or copy and paste) each one into
the correct column/row of the table on the next page.

short story

newspaper editorial

picture book page

novel extract

speech delivered to a public
audience

film poster

poem
play extract
magazine feature article

an infographic
recruitment poster

newspaper opinion article
website campaign image
travel blog

news website open letter

display advertisement for a
magazine or billboard

tourism brochure

cartoon from a newspaper

still image from a film

memoir

comic book frames

book cover

biography
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Imaginative

Persuasive

Interpretive

Visual

List here

List here

List here

Written

List here

List here

List here
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In the examination you will be provided with THREE questions, each worth 10 marks.
There might be THREE texts and THREE questions, one for each text.
Question 1: Discuss how language features and text structure position readers to respond to
characters in Text 1.
Question 2: Discuss how Text 2 communicates particular social concerns.
Question 3: Explain how visual elements in Text 3 represent ideas about human experience.
Source: English Teachers Association of WA https://www.etawa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2018-11-English-Sem-1.pdf. Used
with permission

Or TWO texts and THREE questions, ONE that asks you to compare the two texts
Question 1: Analyse how the author of Text 1 has used language features to construct her
central argument.
Question 2: Examine how visual conventions are used in Text 2 to generate an audience
response towards Barbie products.
Question 3: Compare the ways in which Text 1 and Text 2 present particular perspectives on
possessions.
Source: English Teachers Association of WA https://www.etawa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2016-11-English-Sem-

1.pdf. Used with permission.

Further examples of questions from previous exam papers from the English Teachers Association
of Western Australia at https://www.etawa.org.au/resources/atar-english-resources/
You must produce short answer responses to each question. These should be 200-300 words long
and structured into one or two paragraphs.
It is important to remember that marks are allocated for responses that:
•
•
•

demonstrate comprehension and interpretation
describe how texts make language choices for particular contexts and use the conventions
of genres.
demonstrate understanding of linguistic and cultural nuances of language.

The checklist on the next page can be used to help you identify and work on the skills you need to
be successful in this section
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A checklist for success in the comprehending section:

Before, during and after reading do you:
carefully read the question, the contextual information and the acknowledgments to generate
questions and predictions for reading?
read the text with the question and contextual information in mind?
annotate or highlight the text for the specific evidence you would use to support your response?
summarise a direct answer to the question.

Before, during and after writing do you
briefly plan your response?
write a response of 200-300 word responses to all questions?
write an opening statement that directly engages with and defines the key terms in the
question?
organise your response into paragraphs with logically developed ideas?
include several short phrases or words as quotes to illustrate/ support your points?
embed these quotes smoothly into sentences to maintain fluency in your writing?
ensure that you explain the significance or impact of the evidence and examples?
use the appropriate metalanguage to describe conventions and features of texts?
reread to make sure that sentences are succinct whereby ideas are clearly expressed and
insightful?

Image by PRESENTERMEDIA. Used with permission.
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Lesson One – Language, Context and Meaning
LEARNING INTENTION:
In this lesson you will learn how to activate knowledge of context and language features to make
meaning of written and visual texts in exams.
SYLLABUS CONTENT
Investigate the relationships between language, context and meaning by:
•

explaining how texts are created in and for different contexts

•

analysing how language choices are made for different purposes and in different contexts
using appropriate metalanguage

•

evaluating the choice of mode and medium in shaping the response of audiences, including
digital texts.

BACKGROUND
In the comprehension section of the exam, you will always be given contextual information about
the texts. This information provides you with important clues about the text type and the context
in which it was produced.
A very good reading strategy is to use all the information to activate your knowledge of the text
types, their language features, the contexts in which they are appear and their purpose.
DEMONSTRATION
Question
Discuss
how
this
text
communicates particular social
concerns.
Text

What are the issues that are a concern to society?
Is this text communicating concerns about….Poverty, climate change
neglect, abuse, violence, welfare, education, community and family
relationships, ways of treating others, homelessness, civil liberties, uses
of technology environmental impacts…
Image – what are the main elements and how used? Settings,
foreground, background, juxtapositions, positioning of subject,

This is a greyscale image of an
advertisement for Smith
Family Charity

proxemics, clothing, body language, posture, facial expressions. framing,
angles, shot type, symbolic elements i.e. objects
Advertisement – how is it using persuasive language? rhetorical devices?
– Who is the target audience – how can I tell?

Click this link to view the
image (in colour):
https://images.app.goo.gl/4jLC
chMTegGEVjLbA

For charity – how does it appeal to values to get people to donate –
what is the likely response of the ‘target audience’ and where this
would appear in the media?
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You may find the following table of language features helpful for revising the metalanguage you will
need for analysing how language choices are made for different purposes and in different contexts:
WRITTEN TEXT- LANGUAGE FEATURES

VISUAL TEXT- LANGUAGE FEATURES

Imagery and Descriptive language

Mis en scene:

Figurative language – personification,
metaphor, similes, synecdoche, symbolism

Setting – elements that indicate location, time
and place, props

Sound devices– alliteration, assonance,
consonance, cacophony, euphony,
onomatopoeia, rhyme

Subject- clothing/costume, body language,
gesture, posture, facial expressions, gaze
Lighting- focus, tint

Descriptive language – adjectives, verbs,
diction, connotation, imagery

Composition
Camera angle - low, high, eye level

Word play – irony, pun

Shot type- long, full, medium, close up

Rhetorical devices

Framing – central or to the side, whole or
partial

Emotional appeal (pathos): anaphora,
colloquialism, emotive language (diction and
connotations) emphasis, hyperbole, inclusive
and exclusive language, repetition, rhetorical
question, tricolon, cumulation

Salience – dominance, size, focus
Proxemics-groupings of subjects, closeness
Positioning – background, foreground, face-on,
side angle, back to camera

Rhetorical devices: appeals to logic (logos)
Anecdote, evidence, expert opinions, formal
language, jargon, statistics

Leading lines
Juxtaposition
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ACTIVITY 1
Complete the What am I reading for? column on the table below.
YOU WILL KNOW YOU ARE SUCCESSFUL WHEN YOU:
 Use the question to generate predictions or ideas about what to look in the text
 Use information about the text type to activate knowledge of the language choices to look for
when reading.
 Use the information about the publication to think about the purpose and context for the text.
Question and context information

What I am reading for?

Analyse how the author of Text 1 has used
language features to construct her central
argument.

Text 1 is an extract taken from the article ‘The
Cult-like Rise of Decluttering: is it Healthy?’ by
Sarah Berry, posted on the Sydney Morning
Herald website on the 8th September, 2015.
https://www.etawa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2016-11English-Sem-1.pdf

Explain how visual elements persuade readers
to respond in text three.
The image below is a 2015 advertisement from
The Meth Project. The Meth Project is a
largescale prevention program aimed at
reducing meth use through public service
messaging, public policy, and community
outreach. The text in the bottom right hand
corner of the image reads, METH. NOT EVEN
ONCE. https://www.etawa.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/2017-11-English-Sem-1.pdf
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Discuss how Text 2 communicates particular
social concerns.
Text 2 is an extract from an article written by
Godfrey Moase, who is Assistant General
Branch Secretary at the National Union of
Workers. The article appeared in the online
version of the Griffith Review in April 2017.
The housing black hole
https://www.etawa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2018-11English-Sem-1.pdf

Discuss how language features and text
structure position readers to respond to
characters in Text 1
Text 1 is an extract from an Australian short
story titled “Grandma and the Girls” by Robert
Hood (1989).
https://www.etawa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2018-11English-Sem-1.pdf

Explain how visual elements in Text 3
represent ideas about human experience.

Text 3 is a black and white reproduction of a
photograph taken by corporal Brittney Vella. It
depicts members of the US Navy taking a selfie
with Timorese schoolchildren whilst on a
construction mission in June 2016.
https://www.etawa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2018-11English-Sem-1.pdf
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ACTIVITY 2
Try to prepare for exams by thinking about the different texts you encounter daily and the
contexts in which they appear.
To help you get started, choose 4- 5 texts from the website addresses below and write context
statements to each.
WHAT YOU WILL NEED
The following website addresses:
•

•

•
•
•
•

TED Talk – What adults can learn from kids
https://www.ted.com/talks/adora_svitak_what_adults_can_learn_from_kids/transcript?referr
er=playlist-ted_under_20
Penguin Books – About the book Separation Anxiety by Laura Zigman
https://www.penguin.com.au/books/separation-anxiety-9780857527363/extracts/2226separation-anxiety
New York Times – Self Quarantine is no time for an Instagram-ready kitchen
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/31/opinion/coronavirus-home.html
Greenpeace – The Last Australian Open
https://www.greenpeace.org.au/blog/the-last-australian-open/
Amnesty International – choose either the visual image or article from
https://www.amnesty.org.au/iran-musicians-campaign-to-free-jailed-artists/
Buzzfeed – The 44 Most Stunning Book Covers of 2019 – Choose one from this site
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ariannarebolini/most-stunning-best-book-covers-of2019

DEMONSTRATION
The contextual information usually contains the following information. You may vary the structure
of the information but the basic details need to be provided:

TEXT 1 is _________(TEXT TYPE)_____________ from _______(SOURCE)_________
by/from

(AUTHOR/PRODUCER)_______________.

YOU WILL KNOW YOU ARE SUCCESSFUL WHEN YOU:
 Identify and write the text type
 Identify and write information about the context in which the text appeared (source)
 Identify and write who has produced the text
Except where indicated, this content © Department of Education Western Australia 2020 and released under Creative Commons CC BY NC
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ACTIVITY 3
The syllabus states that you are expected to evaluate the choice of mode or meaning in shaping
audience responses.
1. Go to the glossary at the end of the syllabus and check the definitions for the terms mode and
medium:
https://senior secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/576703/English-Year11-Syllabus-AC-ATAR-GD.pdf
2. Take three of the texts from the previous exercise and practise writing sentences that evaluate
them for the choice of mode and medium in shaping audience responses.
Example: The television public service image effectively alarms readers with a young woman
prematurely aged and disfigured through drug use.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED
•
•

Vocabulary chart
Website texts from previous activities

YOU WILL KNOW YOU ARE SUCCESSFUL WHEN YOU:
 Consider the effectiveness of the mode or medium in terms of audience, purpose and context.
 Use words that indicate evaluation
 Articulate audience responses to texts.
The choice to use:

Words indicating evaluation

Some words and phrase you can use to
describe the shaping of audience response

Medium:

effectively

encourages or elicits sympathy for …..

a website article

powerfully

alarms them with …..

a magazine advertisement

cleverly

positions them to

a newspaper column

successfully

a radio podcast

unsuccessfully

a television public service
announcement

is an excellent example of
is a classic example of
clumsily

Mode

interestingly

visual images

engagingly

written text

disturbingly

sound and voice effects

outrageously

•
•
•
•

condemn….
disapprove of
approve of
relate to

appeals to them by providing a
•
•
•

likable/unlikable….
believable…
familiar

amuses
unsettles

graphic symbols/icons

provokes thought
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Lesson Two - Language, structure and features of texts (1)
LEARNING INTENTION:
Apply knowledge of language, structure and features of texts when reading and responding to
questions in the comprehending section of the exam.
SYLLABUS CONTENT
Examine the language, structure and features of imaginative, interpretive and persuasive texts,
including:
•

explaining the ways language features, text structures and conventions communicate ideas
and perspectives

•

explaining the ways text structures, language features and stylistic choices are used in different
types of texts

•

analysing how vocabulary, idiom and rhetoric are used for different purposes and contexts

•

evaluating the impact of description and imagery

BACKGROUND
To be successful in the exam, you need to be able to use and describe the text structures,
conventions, language and stylistic features of texts. You should draw on what you know of the
text types and genres to help you.
DEMONSTRATION
SHORT STORY
Structure

Is this the opening/exposition? The climax? The resolution to the narrative?

Conventions

Typically set in one place, limited characters- focused on the development of one character,
conflict developed, limited point of view.

Language
features

Descriptions: word choices, adjectives, verbs, imagery, figurative language; dialogue, naming,
syntax,

Stylistic features

Dystopian? Lyrical? Realistic? gritty? observational? post-modern?

Except where indicated, this content © Department of Education Western Australia 2020 and released under Creative Commons CC BY NC
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ARTICLE ON A WEBSITE FOR AN ACTIVIST GROUP
Structure

Introductions, conclusions, paragraphs, topic sentences, problem-solution, cause and effect.

Conventions

Openings that directly engage the audience or reader, call to action at the end, emotional
appeals, anecdotes, use of evidence.

Language
features

Statistics, repetition, jargon figurative language, syntax

Stylistic features

Highly emotive, scientific, grim, depressing or visionary.

Sometimes the distinction between ‘structure’ and ‘conventions’ can be difficult to detect. The
syllabus glossary defines structure as:
The ways in which information is organised in different types of texts (for example, chapter headings,
subheadings, tables of contents, indexes and glossaries, overviews, introductory and concluding
paragraphs, sequencing, topic sentences, taxonomies, cause and effect). Choices in text structures and
language features together define a text type and shape its meaning. Examples of text structures in literary
texts include sonnets, monologues and hypertext
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/576703/English-Year-11-Syllabus-AC-ATAR-GD.pdf

Remember structure refers to the way that information has been organised in a text. It might be
useful to go to the websites below and examine the different structures used for organising
infographic information. Think about the way other texts use these same structures.
https://venngage.com/blog/9-types-of-infographic-template/
https://visme.co/blog/types-of-infographics/

Conventions, on the other hand, is a much broader term that refers to all the elements that
are ‘typical’ of a text type. This will include structure and language features.
accepted practice that has developed over time and is generally used and understood, for example, the use
of specific structural aspects of texts such as in report writing with sections for introduction, background,
discussion and recommendations. Conventions can be techniques, features or elements that belong to a
genre. In order to belong to a particular genre, a text should adhere to, abide by or follow the conventions
of that genre.
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/576703/English-Year-11-Syllabus-AC-ATAR-GD.pdf
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ACTIVITY 1
Compete the chart on the next page. Identify the structures, conventions and language features
associated with different text types.
Remember these will often overlap, so do not worry too much if you are unsure where exactly an
item will ‘fit’

DEMONSTRATION
Imaginative
Text type

Structural elements

Conventions

Language features

Short story

Narrative structure

Setting, minimal

Dialogue, description,

exposition, development,

characters (only one

diction, syntax,

turning point, climax,

develops), conflict, point

figurative language,

resolution

of view

imagery

Persuasive
Film poster

Use of thirds

costuming, setting,

Title. Image, Billing block

lighting and font indicate
genre;
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IMAGINATIVE
Text type

Structural elements

Conventions

Language features

Poem

Feature film

Graphic Novel

PERSUASIVE

Public speech

TV public
service
campaign

Opinion article

INTERPRETIVE

Biography

Documentary
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ACTIVITY 2
You may be provided with questions that direct you to discuss text structure, but it is worthwhile
keeping in mind that a good reader will always use the text structure to help them locate
information and make meaning.
In the examples below, most of the text has been removed. Use the text structure to skim the
passages and see if you can come up with a ‘quick’ predicted answer to the two questions. Allow
only 20 seconds to come up with each answer.

1. The following is an extract from the novel The Coconut Children by Vivian Pham which was
published in 2020.
Discuss how language features and text structure position readers to respond to characters
in this text.
Cabramatta welcomed her son back with quiet rejoice. Trtbrgberbbnboinnnon





The trolley-cart came to a halt and Vince jumped out. Bbqruo[nq[tt ii I
ninjnujnoooooooooohhbb




Mothers stood vigilantly, perched atop their apartment balconies like hawks.




Pham, V The Coconut Children, © 2020, Penguin Books

QUICK ANSWER:
Through the language features and text structure, readers are positioned to –
respond __________________ the character of ______________________________.

Except where indicated, this content © Department of Education Western Australia 2020 and released under Creative Commons CC BY NC
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2. The following is an extract from a memoir piece by Olivia Muscat called Harry Potter and the
Disappearing Pages. In the text she describes her experience of going blind as a thirteen-yearold and of her life since that pivotal moment.
Discuss how the text communicates particular social concerns.

The fight to be okay with being different.
The fight to do whatever the hell I want. Whether it’s climbing onto a top bunk at school
camp, taking a role in a school production or going places alone, I’ve always has to prove myself. Fight tooth
and nail against people who have a lot more authority than me. Beat down the door until the powers that be
notice I am not an infant, not an invalid, I’m a capable human with wants and aspirations and ambitions, who
has every right to explore every avenue open to me and many that are not

The fight to not be shoved in a box. From people who expect me to be kind and meek and
helpless. To the ones who expect me to be out there inspiring the world. Those who assume my likes and
interests, that all my friends are blind, that I am a lover of braille and goal-ball, that I have no interest in fashion,
that I don’t enjoy movies or television, that I am a super-brain, savant, prodigy, that I lack the mental capacity
to string two words together, that I am some sort of goody-two-shoes over achiever, that I have no social life.
The list goes on. It is exhausting.

The fight for access. Chasing people up when I still have no textbooks and a course is half over. Emailing
customer service at a streaming app three time, because I just want to watch a movie but their new update is
totally inaccessible, and never hearing back. Not being able to put on a load of washing because all the new
machines have touch sensor screens. Having someone else fill out personal forms for me because in this age
of technology that cannot possibly be provided electronically.

The fight to not always be an inspiration, a role model, a poster child. I didn’t sign up for this. I
didn’t choose it. So what makes people think I want any business in promoting the brand? I just want to live
my life, have a good time, sometimes do stupid shit, and get on with it, without being scrutinised by a shocked
public. I’m here for myself. Not for someone else’s ideas of what I should be.
Harry Potter and the Disappearing Pages by Olivia Muscat in Meet Me at the Intersection Ambelin Kwaymullina and Rebecca
Lim (eds), ©2018, Fremantle Press. Used with Permission.

QUICK ANSWER
The text communicates the social concern that ____________________________________
though _________________________________________________________________
Exam questions from English Teachers Association of WA https://www.etawa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2018-11-English-Sem-1.pdf
Used with permission
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Lesson Three - Language, structure and features of texts (2)
LEARNING INTENTION:
Apply knowledge of language, structure and features of texts when reading and analysing texts in
the comprehending section of the exam.
BACKGROUND
Remember, in the comprehension section you will be assessed on your ability to:
•
•

demonstrate comprehension and interpretation of texts
describe how texts make language choices for particular contexts and use the conventions
of genres.

A good response to questions will discuss the text with these criteria in mind. For example, a
student provided with this question:
Discuss how the text communicates particular social concerns.
knows that:
•

when identifying the particular social concerns, they are demonstrating comprehension of
the ideas being communicated. A great response will extend this to a discussion that
considers context and how the text offers a particular perspective on issues.

•

when discussing HOW the text communicates, they need to be explaining the language
features, text structures and conventions which are used to communicate these ideas.

In the exam, you will need to make very quick decisions about what to discuss. Your success will
depend on how fluent you have become at reading and annotating texts. Like all complex tasks
(and text analysis is one of them), it only becomes automatic with routine practise and
refinement.
TIPS:
1. Write questions from previous exam papers on a page so you have a bank for study practise.
You can get these from the ETAWA website: https://www.etawa.org.au/resources/atarenglish-resources/
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2. Find passages or visual texts from a range of sources so you can use them for reading and
analysis. (Aim for examples from the different text types)

Google searches can be useful: search news sites, use key word searches for biography,
feature article, opinion. Image search for ideas such as diversity, environment etc.
A great source for finding written passages is at publisher websites such as
https://www.fremantlepress.com.au/
https://www.penguin.com.au/articles/extracts
https://www.allenandunwin.com/browse/excerpts

3.

Read and annotate passages in response to the questions from previous papers.

ACTIVITY 1
Below is the full extract from Harry Potter and the Disappearing Pages from p19.
You should have identified from the context information and text structure that it is communicating
the concern that life can be difficult for people with disabilities - or something similar.
Highlight and annotate the text for HOW it communicates this idea. Remember you are looking for
elements of structure, language features and conventions.
For example, you might highlight the text like below and make these notes in the margin:
‘structure’ – each paragraph around the idea of a struggle, repetition ‘the fight’.

The fight to be okay with being different.
The fight to do whatever the hell I want. Whether it’s climbing onto a top bunk at school
camp, taking a role in a school production or going places alone, I’ve always has to prove
myself. Fight tooth and nail against people who have a lot more authority than me. Beat
down the door until the powers that be notice I am not an infant, not an invalid, I’m a
capable human with wants and aspirations and ambitions, who has every right to explore
every avenue open to me and many that are not
The fight to not be shoved in a box. From people who expect me to be kind and meek
and helpless. To the ones who expect me to be kind and meek and helpless. To the ones
who expect me to be out there inspiring the world. Those who assume my likes and
interests, that all my friends are blind, that I am a lover of braille and goal-ball, that I have
no interest in fashion, that I don’t enjoy movies or television, that I am a super-brain,
savant, prodigy, that I lack the mental capacity to string two words together, that I am some
sort of goody-two-shoes over achiever, that I have no social life. The list goes on. It is
exhausting.
Except where indicated, this content © Department of Education Western Australia 2020 and released under Creative Commons CC BY NC
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The fight for access. Chasing people up when I still have no textbooks and a course is
half over. Emailing customer service at a streaming app three time, because I just want to
watch a movie but their new update is totally inaccessible, and never hearing back. Not
being able to put on a load of washing because all the new machines have touch sensor
screens. Having someone else fill out personal forms for me because in this age of
technology that cannot possibly be provided electronically.
The fight to not always be an inspiration, a role model, a poster child. I didn’t sign up for
this. I didn’t choose it. So what makes people think I want any business in promoting the
brand? I just want to live my life, have a good time, sometimes do stupid shit, and get on
with it, without being scrutinised by a shocked public. I’m here for myself. Not for someone
else’s ideas of what I should be.
Harry Potter and the Disappearing Pages by Olivia Muscat in Meet Me at the Intersection Ambelin Kwaymullina and Rebecca Lim
(eds), ©2018, Fremantle Press. Used with Permission.

Below is a list of some of the language features and elements of interest in this text. How many of
these did you identify in the passage?
•

The text is structured into paragraphs that all begin with the words ‘The fight..’

•

Each paragraph lists a different kind of challenge.

•

The idea introduced in the topic sentence of the paragraph is supported with relevant
examples from personal experiences

•

Sentences contain lists of examples or situations

•

The personal pronoun ‘I’ is used to describe experiences

•

Repetition of ‘The fight’ and ‘people’ (i.e. ‘against people who’, ‘people who’ ‘makes
people’)

•

Word choice ‘people’ – not you, them, society, others; ‘fight’ – not struggle, challenge,
battle

•

Sentences containing long lists are sometimes followed by others which are short single
statements i.e. ‘It’s exhausting’.

•

Use of imperative sentences and phrases i.e. ‘Fight …’ ‘ Beat down… ‘

•

The repetition of negatives i.e. ‘no’, ‘not’

•

The rhetorical question.

•

The idioms i.e. ‘fight tooth and nail’.

•

High modality words – ‘totally’, ‘never’ ‘all’
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Which do you think were the most important in communicating the concerns held by people with
disabilities? Modify your previous answer to the question if necessary and make a quick note of
the examples you will use:
Discuss how the text communicates particular social concerns.
The text communicates the social concern that ____________________________________
through ___________________________________________________________________________
•
•
•

ACTIVITY 2
1.

Go to the following website to locate the extract from the novel The Coconut Children by
Vivian Pham which you previewed earlier.
https://www.penguin.com.au/books/the-coconut-children 9780143793830

2.

Read the paragraphs to annotate or make notes in response to the following question:
Discuss how language features and text structure position readers to respond to characters
in this text.

3.

Write your direct answer to the question and a quick plan of the evidence you will use:

Through the (write 1-2 language features) and (an aspect of text structure),
readers are positioned to respond _________________

to the character of

______________________________.
•
•
•
Except where indicated, this content © Department of Education Western Australia 2020 and released under Creative Commons CC BY NC
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Lesson Four- Language, structure and features of texts part (3)
LEARNING INTENTION:
Analyse texts for their use of vocabulary, idiom, rhetoric, description and imagery.
SYLLABUS CONTENT
The unit 1 syllabus makes special mention of the fact that your examination of the language,
structures, and features of the different text types should include:
•

analysing how vocabulary, idiom and rhetoric are used for different purposes and contexts

•

evaluating the impact of description and imagery

BACKGROUND
To prepare for the exams, you should review the terms below. Practise analysing their use in texts
for different purposes and contexts.
•

Vocabulary may be important when discussing the style and tone of text.
For example:
‘a gothic atmosphere and style is created through words such as ‘grotesque’, ‘disfigured’,
‘ominous’, ‘eerie’, ‘haunting’, ‘tempest’ and ‘emaciated’.

•

Idiom may be useful when discussing the construction of characters or the ‘voice’ of the
writer.
For example:
of all the phrases muttered by Alf Stewart in the television soap opera Home and Away,
the most repeated and memorable is the idiom ‘stone the crows’ which is used to construct
him as an excitable character, easily annoyed or surprised.

Alternatively, it may be discussed with other examples of figurative language.
•

Rhetoric is a very broad term that is used to discuss the techniques used in ‘the art of
effective or persuasive speaking or writing’ (Google dictionary).

•

Description is the process of describing. When discussing the impact of description, you
will be evaluating word choices (nouns, verbs, adjectives) and their connotations. You will
also look for figurative language.

•

Imagery is the language used to represent sensory experiences; olfactory, aural, gustatory,
tactile and visual. Figurative language often plays a large role in the construction of
images.
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ACTIVITY 1
As a quick refresher to see if you are familiar with the different terms, complete the mix and
match exercise below:
TERM

Examples
android, cyborg, earthling,

Idiom

sustainable, renewable, environmentally friendly

take a back seat, in the hot seat, keep the seat warm

generalisation, cumulation, colloquialism

dark horse, eat like a horse, flog a dead horse

anaphora, hyperbole, repetition
Vocabulary
anecdote, evidence, inclusive language

data, hypothesis, fact

to make a name for himself, name dropper, in the name of

captivating, breath taking, awe inspiring
Rhetorical devices
heart of stone, heart on her sleeve, with a sinking heart

expert opinions, jargon, statistics
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ACTIVITY 2
Take five examples from the chart and explain the purpose and context in which they would
appear.
For example:
‘Android’, ‘cyborg’ and ‘earthling’ are all nouns commonly used to describe kinds of
people or beings in Science Fiction texts. These nouns create a futuristic world
where humans are not the only intelligent life and machines and technology are
integrated with humanity.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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ACTIVITY 3
Analysing descriptions and imagery is necessary to evaluate their impact in:
•

developing narrative elements such as settings, characters, conflicts

•

creating mood, tone and atmosphere

•

Influencing attitudes or reader responses towards people, places, events and ideas.

1. Annotate the passage below as if you were to answer the question provided. Remember,
description and imagery can be used as umbrella terms when discussing a range of language
features.
You can use coloured highlighters to identify the different language uses. This has already been
started; yellow has been used to highlight the adjectives used in describing Salt and his world.
The following extract is from the autobiography Salt Story by Sarah Drummond, a
fisherwoman, PhD student and blogger.
Discuss how language features work in this passage to influence attitudes towards people
who work at sea.
I first met Salt when I camped by the beach and helped his salmon team seine tons of the fish
into shore. A pink and whiskery bloke, wearing a beanie, a pair of jocks and a jumper that
stretched over an impressive beer gut, he sat aboard an ancient tractor and towed one end
of the net up the beach. The net strained against the suck of the swell, full with thrashing
salmon. Men, women and children held the net upright, heading off any fish that threatened
to leap out. The six or seven dogs present managed to look concerned, excited and bored, all
at once. When the fish were dragged up on the beach, Salt climbed off the tractor and
stepped with thorny feet through the small sharks and salmon, grabbing stingrays by their
mouths and throwing them back into the surf.
As a wayward teen, I found myself hanging around a lot of jetties and beaches. Beaches,
piers and wharves reminded me of another point of arrival and departure – the roadhouses
– where at night the neat red lights of the big rigs signified to me the will of a people
removing themselves from housebound communities. The lot of fishermen, yachties and
truckies seemed to be a purposeful shiftlessness, a nomadism that raised a middle finger to
the myth of the Great Australian Suburban Dream.
Continues over the page
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‘You never stray far from the sea, do yer,’ said Salt, when I hatched my next project out loud.
What was it again? Getting a berth on the anti-whaling crusader Sea Shepherd? Writing a
biography of a Norwegian whale chaser? Maybe it was my plan to head down to Antarctica
with the Patagonian toothfishermen for a season.
I have always wanted to hang out with these kinds of people. I want to understand them, to
rub through the veneer of people who spend their lives on the water. I say ‘veneer’ because
being away from land and then returning can produce a kind of aloofness. Land people will
never understand what sea people are talking about. They are creatures from different
universes.
Salt Story by Sarah Drummond © 2013, Fremantle Press. Used with permission.

ANSWER:

Text 1 uses __________________________ and _________________________ to influence
readers to accept the writer’s attitude that people who live at sea are
____________________________________________________________________.

2. Markers will be looking for answers that show an understanding of linguistic and cultural
nuances when describing language choice, structures and features.
Complete the table on the next page to analyse the language choices and their impact in more
detail.
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Language device

Example

Impact (nuances of meaning)

adjectives

‘impressive beer gut’

connotes admiration where could
easily be repulsed by the physical
evidence of heavy drinking and ill
health
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Lesson Five – Writing a short answer response
LEARNING INTENTION:
Be able to write a well-structured short answer response for the comprehension section of the
exam
SYLLABUS CONTENT
Creating texts
•

using evidence-based argument

•

using appropriate quotation and referencing protocols

•

using strategies for planning, drafting, editing and proofreading

•

using accurate spelling, punctuation, syntax and metalanguage.

Reflect on their own and others’ texts by:
•

analysing textual evidence to assess the purpose and context of texts

•

investigating the impact and uses of imaginative, interpretive and persuasive texts.

BACKGROUND
A well-structured short answer response is a direct answer to the question and an explanation of
how the language has been used in the text. Aim to write 200-300 words.
There are two possible ways of structuring your response:
Example 1 – One paragraph

Image created using CANVA
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Two paragraphs:

Image created using CANVA

The important thing to remember is that, whichever structure you use, you need to:
 Answer the question
 Provide quotes/examples from the text as evidence and illustration
 Explain your examples
 Link back to question
 Finish with a reflection on the text.

1. A direct answer (thesis) will always use the terms of the question and expand upon them. For
example:
Q. Discuss how language features work in this passage to influence attitudes towards people
who work at sea.
A: Rhetorical devices and description influence readers to accept the attitude that people who
choose to leave the city and live at sea are special.
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2. There are different conventions for citing evidence from the text:
When discussing a written text, you will use quotes. For example:
The use of adjectives such as ‘impressive’ and ‘rosy’ ……
When discussing a visual text, you need to refer to the specific elements in the picture. For
example
The close proximity of the woman and children grouped in the centre of the
frame…

3. Explanations of evidence are very important and will be rewarded by the markers. Here is a list
of useful words you can use when describing the effect of language
suggests
creates
evokes

implies
has connotations of
conveys

elicits
intensifies

4. A concluding sentence should reiterate your thesis, not simply restate it. Aim to provide a
summary of your discussion. For example:
THESIS: Text 2, from the short story ‘After Noumea’ by Robert Drewe, uses
setting and characterisation to create an ominous and tense mood.
CONCLUDING SENTENCE: The images of violent weather and the details of an
unhappy and tense character are used to create an ominous and tense mood.

5. Aim to conclude with a further 1-2 sentences which reflect on the text’s impact in terms of
purpose and context.
As this is the opening to a short story, the writer has most likely created it this
way…..
Example paragraphs are on the next page. You may not be able to produce this level of detail right
now, but it is something to aim for by the end of Year 12.
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Example response to a written text using the one paragraph structure.
This is the opening to the short story ‘After Noumea’ by Robert Drewe, which appeared in his
anthology The Body Surfers.
Question: Explain how elements of narrative create a particular mood in this text.

The topic sentence is a direct
answer to the question with
key terms expanded upon.
The developing sentence
expands on the aspects of
the text that will be
discussed. It gives a simple
summary of what is
happening in the passage
which may be a useful
strategy for avoiding retell in
the discussion to follow.
The appropriate
metalanguage is used to
describe language in the
text.
Quotes from the text are
included as evidence
Explanations of the quotes
are provided to show exactly
how meaning is conveyed.
A concluding sentence
summarises the evidence
and links back to the
question.
A final reflection considers
the genre, audience and
purpose for the text
language
Very high level responses will
consider the impact of the
language in influencing
values and attitudes

Text 2, from the short story ‘After Noumea’ by Robert Drewe, uses
setting and characterisation to create an ominous and tense mood.
This mood is primarily created through the imagery and the descriptions
of the character of Brian who is trying to find solace after a mental
breakdown. For instance, the writer chooses powerful verbs to describe
the cyclonic weather of the beach side setting. The verb “lashed” is
used to describe the impact of the weather hitting the car. As
“lashed” has connotations of violence, and is also associated with whips,
this implies the weather is forceful and punishing. In addition, the
waves on the beach ‘crashed’ and the branches ‘scraped’ which conjures
a strong image of the setting as harsh and noisy. Here, the writer has
employed irony as the setting is constructed as the opposite to the
‘guaranteed serenity’ which the main character had expected to find.
Furthermore, the description of Brian as ‘tense’ and the detail that
he ‘drank two brandies’ implies he is using alcohol to the try to calm
himself or escape the reality of his current life. The images of violent
weather and the details of an unhappy and tense character are used to
create an ominous and tense mood. As this is the opening to a short
story, the writer has most likely created it this way with the intention
of engaging the reader to explore the conflicts within the character as
he attempts to deal with the forces beyond his control. Significantly,
the construction of the setting as violent and hostile not only
contributes to the ominous and tense mood of the passage, it
challenges romantic representations of coastal settings as idyllic
paradises to which people can escape and recover from the harsh
realities of a busy, modern world.

(300 words)
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Example response to a visual text using the two paragraph structure.

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CToAYvLYZU: Paused 0.20/8.00)
This is a still image from a short documentary titled ‘Should we have an immigration system like
Australia?’ which was aired on Channel 4 news in the United Kingdom in 2016.
Question: Explain how visual elements persuades viewers to respond in text
Thesis is a direct answer to
the question.
Topic sentence of paragraph
1 introduces one way the
visual elements are
presented.

Through the framing and composition of visual elements in the text,
viewers are persuaded to question Australia’s immigration policies.
The composition of the image in two halves is used to provide a
juxtaposition of ideas. In the background there is the Sydney Opera
House in a setting of clear blue skies and calm waters. This symbolic
use of an iconic Australian setting represents an idealised image of
Australia as a beautiful, welcoming county. In the foreground, viewers

Uses the metalanguage for
describing visual text.

are presented with another idea through the leading line created by

Provides examples of the
elements in the frame

viewer’s attention to a sign stating ‘Keep Out’. Signs of this nature

Explains how the elements
create meaning

restricted area. Because this sign is written on cardboard and crudely

Links back to the question

by the producers of the image to persuade viewers to believe Australia

the rails of the front of the boat. The rails create a barrier and draw
are typically used to warn people of danger or to state this is a
tacked to the boat rail, we can identify that this is a deliberate ploy
is officious, unwelcoming and protective of its territory.

Topic sentence of paragraph
2 introduces another way the
visual elements are
presented.
Uses the metalanguage for
describing visual text.
Provides examples of the
elements in the frame
Explains how the elements
create meaning

By framing the shot with a low eye level camera angle, viewers are
placed in the position of a refugee trying to enter Australia by boat.
The front of the boat is made visible and is directly pointing towards
Sydney so viewers are given the impression they are sitting in the boat
and trying to enter Australia. From this position, they get a feeling
of and future landing. However, the sign at direct eye-level encourages
them to feel rejected, it is as if personally directed at them. Because
the boat is already in the water, it gives the impression the viewer
will be stranded there, stuck on the boat with an uncertain future.
This effectively encourages the UK audience to identify with the
unwanted immigrant and persuades them to question the fairness of

Reflects on impact for
audience, purpose, context

Australian attitudes. Consequently, it is encouraging them to reject
Australia’s immigration policies.

(319 words)
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ACTIVITY 1
Use the one of the texts you examined from p 19 -21 or p25-26 and write a short answer response
to the question that accompanied the text.
Use this checklist as a guide for writing and review.
write a response of 200-300 word responses to all questions
write an opening statement that directly answers the question and defines the key terms.
write a series of supporting sentences which provide examples and evidence
use the appropriate metalanguage to describe the language features or conventions.
include short phrases or words as quotes to illustrate/ support your points.
embed these quotes smoothly into sentences to maintain fluency in your writing.
explain the significance or impact of the evidence and examples.
write a concluding sentence that links back to the question
write an additional sentence or two that reflects on the impact of the language in terms of
audience, purpose, context.
reread to make sure that sentences are succinct whereby ideas are clearly expressed and
insightful

ACTIVITY TWO
Complete a practise reading comprehension using the question and text on the next page. Aim to
stick to these timings:

2 minutes to
• read the contextual information and question
• skim read the text
5 minutes to read and annotate
Image by PresenterMedia. Used with
permission

20 minutes to write a short answer response.
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The following is an extract from the autobiography In Love and War: nursing heroes by Liz Byrski.
Describe how Byrski is constructed through specific language features in the text.

Late one summer evening, long after I should have been asleep, I hear my father’s voice
outside and creep to the open bedroom window. Through the dusk I can see the shapes of
two dark-suited figures crossing the garden. Clutching my teddy I tiptoe to the top of the
stairs from where I can see straight down to the front door. If my father sees me there he
will come up and kiss me goodnight. I hold my breath for the sound of his key in the door.
Dad comes in first. The visitor follows, looks up and sees me.
‘You must be Elizabeth,’ he says. His face is a mass of purple scars, stretched and shiny skin,
his lips are bulbous; his eyes — one angled slightly lower than the other — seem to travel in
different directions under the scarred and browless forehead. ‘Your Dad’s been telling me
about you.’ He puts a fingerless hand on the banister, his foot on the bottom step. ‘Are you
coming down?’
I have prayed — asked God to send the men away — but He has ignored me and,
overwhelmed with terror, I step forward onto air.
When I come to later, in the emergency ward at the hospital, my parents are staring
anxiously down into my face.
‘You fainted, silly thing,’ my mother said. ‘You fell right down the stairs, and you’ve got a big
cut where your head hit the door.’
The scar remains, tiny now, a reminder of what my reaction might have meant to the man
whose face had terrified me. If there was a sin greater than staring at a disfigured face then
surely it was fainting at the sight of one. Might I find that man? Might I see his face among
the photographs, talk to him, and tell him how often I have thought of him and felt
ashamed?
In Love and War: nursing heroes by Liz Byrski © 2015, Fremantle Press. Used with permission.
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ABOUT THE RESPONDING SECTION
In the responding section you will be provide with a choice of 6 questions. Read some examples
below.
Question 4: Discuss how stylistic choices have influenced your response to a text that you have studied.
Question 5: Analyse how a multimodal text you have studied works to represent an event or idea.
Question 6: Compare the effectiveness of the way in which two studied texts use generic conventions to
achieve their purpose.
Question 7: Explain the impact of context on the production and/or reception of a studied text.
Question 8: Analyse how a text you have studied manipulates language features in order to comment on
specific values or societal issues.
Question 9: Discuss how a studied text has used structure in an interesting way to represent people.
Source: English teachers Association WA https://www.etawa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2018-11-English-Sem-1.pdf Used with
Permission.

All the questions state that you must discuss at least one text you have studied. This section is
worth the most marks. It is expected that you will demonstrate extensive knowledge of your text
and apply your understanding of the major course concepts. Below are major concepts from both
Unit 1 and Unit 2.
Review the syllabus glossary and your class notes to ensure you understand each term.
Unit 1

Unit 2

Ideas

Representations

Perspectives

Attitudes

Purpose

Values

Context – personal, social, cultural

Voice

Style

Hybrid text

Description and imagery

Multimodality

Vocabulary, idiom, rhetoric

Rhetorical devices

Mode and medium

Mood

Digital texts

Cultural contexts and changing responses
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The checklist below is a guide on how to approach the response section.

A checklist for success in the responding section:
Image by PresenterMedia. Used with
permission

Before, during and after classes do you:
revise your classwork using the 5 times revision rule?
check in with the syllabus to make sure you know the examinable content and rework your notes
with the content statements in mind?
Use the glossary and other vocabulary lists to practise using the terminology of the course in
writing?
Before, during and after writing in the exam do you
Use old exam papers to practice unpacking questions?
Complete an audit of your texts to see which are most adaptable for the different questions
you will get?
Revise texts and key concepts by making revision the notes, mind maps and charts?
Choose a question and read it carefully to make sure you know what is being asked of you.
Spend 10 minutes planning your response by
• Deciding what you are going to argue
• Choosing the evidence you will use to support your assertions.
• Making a rough plan of the argument
Write your response using an appropriate essay structure.
• Introduction with a thesis statement that directly addresses all elements of the question
and presents an argument.
• Body paragraphs with clear topic sentences and relevant supporting sentences to prove
your point.
• Conclusion
Leave time to proof and edit for clarity and cohesion.
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Lesson One – Text Revision
LEARNING INTENTION:
Review texts as part of a regular revision schedule.
BACKGROUND
Research shows that without an effective revision program we will forget 80% of what we learn.
(Buzan: 2004) The best way to make sure that information stays in our memories, is to review it
five times. Here is a what it will look like:
Make notes in class or as you are reading.
Then:
1. One hour later, or that night - review the notes and identify the key points.
2. One day later - review the notes again and summarise
3. One week later - create a mind map.
4. One month later - review and add new information to the map.
5. In the weeks before the exam review your mindmap to see how you may use the
information for answering questions.
Buzan T: Mind Maps for Kids: Rev up for Revision Thorsons 2004

Rule up a page with a wide margin on the left.
Make notes in class, or as you read your text.

That night, review your notes. Read the
content and write trigger words in the margin
to remind you of the main points.
Images created with PresenterMedia. Used with permission
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The next day, review the notes again and
write a summary of the information at the
bottom of the page

Image created with PresenterMedia. Used with permission

In a month’s time, you will revisit the notes again, but this time you will transform the information
into a mind map.
Mind maps and concept maps are very powerful tools for organising and revising information.
When creating a mind map, you are actively engaged in a process of sorting and categorising
information, ideas and concepts you have studied. Once completed, you have a revision tool
where the combination of colour, words and images assists you to recall details and ideas.

ACTIVITY ONE
Produce a mind map of a text you have studied in class
WHAT YOU WILL NEED
1.
2.
3.
4.

A copy of a text you have studied in class
A copy of the 11 English ATAR syllabus
Any notes on the text that you have written during class lectures, discussions or research.
A large sheet of paper, coloured markers or coloured pencils OR an electronic mind
mapping tool.

SUCCESS CRITERIA
You will know you have created a useful mind map for revision when you have constructed a mind
map that includes:
 a combination of symbols and words
 categories of information in different colours to assist with recall of details
 branches and sub branches that shows the conventions and stylistic techniques employed
in a text
 branches and sub branches that represent ideas and perspectives represented in a text
 linking lines to show the relationship between the language, purpose and context
 at least one key quote from the text for each main branch.
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PROCESS
This is a step-by-step demonstration using Boat People, Big Trail by Herb Wharton from the
Macquarie Pen Anthology of Aboriginal Literature, Allen and Unwin 2008
STEP ONE
Review your class and reading notes on a studied text. Categorise the information by highlighting in
different colours and/or creating headings and subheadings for the information represented.
STEP TWO
In the middle of your page write the name of the text and draw or find a picture that represents the genre,
purpose of main idea

Diagram 1: constructed with iMindMap https://www.ayoa.com/previously-imindmap/.

STEP THREE
Create a main branch to represent one category of key information from your notes. Make sure you label
the branch and then create sub-branches from it. Use symbols to assist with recall of the information.
Where possible put quotes from the text that relate to that information.

.

Diagram 2: constructed with iMindMap https://www.ayoa.com/previously-imindmap/. Images from Pixabay.com; CC0
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STEP FOUR
Add further branches using the syllabus content and the ‘trigger words; form you noted to guide you.
Ensure you include the appropriate terminology.

Diagram 3 constructed with iMindMap https://www.ayoa.com/previously-imindmap/. Images from Pixabay.com; CC0

STEP FIVE
Keep adding information and show the links between the techniques, quotes and ideas by drawing
connecting lines such as in the example below:

Diagram 4 constructed with iMindMap https://www.ayoa.com/previously-imindmap/. Images from Pixabay.com; CC0
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Lesson Two - Text Inventory and Audit
LEARNING INTENTION:
Maintain records of studied texts and evaluate them for their relevance to course concepts and
possible exam questions.
BACKGROUND
As part of your English class work, you will examine a wide range of texts. It is easy to remember
details about a novel you studied for many weeks, but often students forget to review details of
other, useful texts they have worked with.
It is important to remember that ALL the texts you study may be used for the response section of
the exam. Sometimes a shorter text such as a song, a current affairs segment, or infographic may
be a powerful example to use in a discussion, especially if it is about purpose and context.
ACTIVITY ONE
Complete an inventory of all the texts you have studied this year. Remember, any text that you
worked on in class should be included in the inventory
DEMONSTRATION
Text title producer

Language/
Conventions

Text type and context

Ideas/perspectives

‘Boat People, Big

Contemporary Australian

Indigenous perspective

Narrative structure

Trial’

short story

on refugees and boat

Point of view

Herb Wharton

Indigenous author

people

Dialogue

Refugee debates-

Racism

‘Stop him falling

Display advertisement for

Poverty in Australia

Composition

through the

Smith Family Charity

Making society more

Use of idiom

equitable

Rhetorical devices

cracks’

Invisibility disadvantage
‘This is America’

Music video and song

Mis en scene

Childish Gambino

African American musician

Symbolism

The Messenger

Novel

Markus Zusack

Australian
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Text type and context

Ideas/perspectives

Language/
Conventions
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ACTIVITY TWO
Use the inventory from the previous activity to complete a text audit against old exam paper
questions. This means evaluating each text for its suitability to the questions.
DEMONSTRATION
‘Boat People Big Trial’ – controversial idea that
all non-indigenous people are boat people.

Analyse the way one text you have studied has been
created to communicate controversial ideas.

Smith Family Charity ad – children in poverty
invisible and neglected in Australia- inequality

“A film, a piece of theatre, a piece of music, or a book
can make a difference. It can change the world.” (Alan
Rickman) Discuss the social or cultural impact of at least
one text you have studied.

Explore the relationship between construction and
purpose in one or more studied texts.

Analyse the way one text you have studied has been
created to communicate controversial ideas.

Discuss how your understanding of context has
influenced your response to the characters or people in
a text you have studied.

Examine the way a text you have studied offers
representations of social groups or events.

With close reference to at least one text you have
studied, explain how the author has made stylistic and
structural choices to evoke a particular audience
response.
Source – English Teachers Association of WA https://www.etawa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2017-11-English-Sem-1.pdf Used with
Permission

Did you find and there were some texts that suited many questions? It would be a great idea to
make sure you keep revising these: make detailed notes and memorise quotes from them.
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Lesson Three – Comparing and Contrasting Texts
LEARNING INTENTION
Use and create graphic organisers to deepen understanding of texts and course concepts.
BACKGROUND
Research shows that comprehension and understanding is enhanced when people make
connections and correlations between facts and concepts. Making such connections is an
important part of your English study. In fact, the Unit 1 Unit description states.:
Study in this unit focuses on the similarities and differences between texts and how
visual elements combine with spoken and written elements to create meaning.
Graphic organisers can be used to help you explore the similarities and differences.
DEMONSTRATION
This is an example of a Venn diagram constructed to explore the similarities and differences
between two texts representing the life of Vincent Van Gogh. The student has explored the
perspectives offered, the context for the texts and the different language features of the text
types.

Image created using PRESENTERMEDIA Used with Permission
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ACTIVITY 1
Compare two texts from your studies using a graphic organiser from the internet, or create one of
your own.
https://www.studenthandouts.com/00/200811/venn2.pdf
https://www.education.com/worksheet/article/top-hat-graphic-organizer/

The texts do not need to share the same subject, you can explore similarities and differences in:
Genre
Narrative conventions
Structures
Perspective on an issue
Context
Purpose
Use of imagery
Rhetorical devices
Symbolism
Representations of social groups or places
ACTIVITY 2
Practise writing sentences that use the appropriate words to express the comparisons and
differences you have recorded on the chart.
Example:
Although Kobelia and McLean both represent the tragedy of Van Gogh’s life and mental illness,
they have chosen very different media to do so.

A useful resource list of words can be found at:
http://resources.corwin.com/sites/default/files/07_Key_Words.pdf
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Lesson Four – Unpacking exam questions
LEARNING INTENTION:
Unpack exam questions to produce strong essay responses in exams.
BACKGROUND
In the response section you will need to produce a well-structured essay in response to the
question you have chosen. It is very important that you answer the question provided and do not
simply reproduce an essay from a previous assignment. Below is a guide on how to unpack a
question and prepare a plan for an essay:

1.
Read the question carefully
and highlight all the key
terms.

2.
Identify the ‘driver’
in the question and
think about what it
means - this is the
term that will be
the basis of your
argument or
discussion.
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3.
Write a direct answer
to this ‘driver’ based
on what you have
learned about a
studied text.
This will be your thesis
and will control your
discussion and is the
point you must prove
or demonstrate.

4.
Now turn your
attention to the other
major term in the
question – this usually
indicates the details
and aspects of the text
you must discuss to
demonstrate your
thesis.

5.
Make a plan for
your essay.

All images created using PRESENTERMEDIA Used with permission.
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ACTIVITY ONE
The question below has been unpacked for you. Try to develop a thesis position from the driver in
Diagram 2 and then develop a plan for your essay using Diagram 2.

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

All images created using PRESENTER MEDIA Used with Permission
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ACTIVITY 2
Continue to practise unpacking questions using previous ETAWA
papers.https://www.etawa.org.au/resources/atar-english-resources/

ACTVITY 3
Develop paragraph plans that include the examples and quotes you will use to support your
points.

Image created using PRESENTER MEDIA Used with Permission

Practise writing using a paragraph structure such TEEET:
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Lesson Five - The 7 Minute Essay Planner Challenge
LEARNING INTENTION:
Use a planning template to develop quick responses as preparation for exams.
BACKGROUND
You will have 1 hour in the exam to write an essay response to the question. Although this seems
like a lot of time, you are expected to produce a very well-constructed essay with logically
developed paragraphs.
To ensure you can concentrate on the mechanics of the writing, you
need to develop skills in quick processing and organising of information.
Below is a planning template that you can use to practise developing
speedy responses.
The aim is to complete all steps in 7 minutes
Image: PRESENTER MEDIA
Used with permission

Step 1
Read the question

Step 2
Highlight the key terms of the question

Step 3
Rephrase the question. What do you think it is asking you?
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Step 4
Write a one-sentence thesis statement (i.e. your answer to the question)

Double-check that your thesis statement answers all parts of the question.
It does? Let’s continue....

Step 5
Plan your essay – good answers will have a minimum of three body paragraphs
Topic sentence:
Relevant generic convention/s:
Quote/s:
Related ideas to expand upon in paragraph:

Topic sentence:
Relevant generic convention/s:
Quote/s:
Related ideas to expand upon in paragraph:

Topic sentence:
Relevant generic convention/s:
Quote/s:
Related ideas to expand upon in paragraph:
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Topic sentence:
Relevant generic convention/s:
Quote/s:
Related ideas to expand upon in paragraph:

Lastly, rank your paragraph plans from first to last – remember to make your strongest points
straight away.

ACTIVITY 1
Take 3 questions from previous papers and practise writing 7 minute essays
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ABOUT THE COMPOSING SECTION
In the composing section you will be provided with a choice of 5 questions. There will be different
kinds of prompts to help you create a text:
1. Visual image
Example:
In a form of your choice, create a text that explores a mood or idea from this image.
2. Quote encouraging exploration of an idea:
Example
“We seldom learn much from someone with whom we agree.” (Mokokoma Mokhonoana)
Incorporate the idea presented in this statement in a form of your choice, focusing on
differing values and/or attitudes.
3. Quote that need to be incorporated into a text.
Example:
“Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see a shadow.”
Use this quote as either the opening or closing line in a piece of writing
4. Direct instruction
Example:
Write a persuasive text for a specific audience from your own context that explores a
topical social issue.
As with all other sections of the exam, you must respond to all parts of the prompt. These
questions can be very specific. You will be penalised if you do not follow them.
For example:
Write a persuasive text for a specific audience from your own context that explores a
topical social issue.
You will have an hour to produce your text. The important thing to remember is it that your
writing needs to be well structured, purposeful and engaging. In this section it is about quality
more than quantity.
Good writing is a craft – it needs constant refinement.
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A checklist for success in the composing section:

Before, during and after classes do you:
regularly journal to practise writing in the different styles you have been studying in class and to
experiment with transforming your texts into others for different audiences, purposes and
forms?
revise the forms and conventions of the three main text types: imaginative, interpretive and
persuasive.
read, view and discuss issues from the media and texts studied in class to develop you own
opinions and perspectives and to find evidence you may use to support your opinions?
act on feedback by correcting your writing and seeking advice for paragraphing, syntax, spelling,
punctuation etc.?
Before, during and after writing in the exam do you
use old exam papers to practice unpacking questions?
choose a question and read it carefully to make sure you know what is being asked of you.
spend 10 minutes planning your response by
• Deciding what you are going to write.
• Making a rough plan of the structure and the content
write your response using the appropriate conventions of the form
• Title
• Engaging opening
• Well developed and cohesive paragraphs.
• Satisfying closure
leave time to proof and edit for clarity and cohesion.
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Lesson 1 – Audience, Purpose, Context
LEARNING INTENTION:
Write texts that manipulate language for audience, purpose and context.
SYLLABUS CONTENT
Create texts using appropriate form, content, style and tone for different purposes and audiences
in real and imagined contexts
BACKGROUND
In the comprehension section, markers are looking for writing that demonstrates a clear sense of
form, audience, purpose and context. For example:
Write a persuasive text for a specific audience from your own context that explores a
topical social issue.
A great response to the question above would be:
A speech to my parent’s generation on the dangers of excusing sexist behaviour in young people.
To be able to produce such a strong sense of audience and purpose, you need to be thinking of
situations and issues where you really could be writing in everyday life.
You also need to think about the best way to engage your readers in different contexts.

ACTIVITY 1
On the next page you will find a table for generating ideas for regular journal writing. Try to fill it
with as many ideas as you can, choosing a range of forms from the three text types of imaginative,
interpretive and persuasive writing.
DEMONSTRATION
FORM

AUDIENCE

PURPOSE

Open letter
via social

The Principal of
our school

To protest the lack of green
space in the school grounds

Movie script

Sci-Fi fans

Engage the audience with a
dazzling futuristic world

CONTEXT
Contemporary mental health
concerns– urban
environments depressing
Media/film studio
Current discussion on travel
to Mars
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AUDIENCE

PURPOSE

CONTEXT
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ACTIVITY 2
Putting a title on your texts is a very powerful exam strategy. A good title immediately lets your
reader know the audience, context, form and purpose for the writing. Read the titles below and
identify
•

form

•

audience

•

purpose

Example:
The Damnation Game; Part 1 of the Books of Blood Horror Trilogy
Novel, horror fans, to engage and explore a world of fear and darkness

The Seer and the Sword, a fantasy novel
There is more to Brendan Fevola than newspaper headlines: Sports feature article
The Haunted Space Suit; A Sci Fi Short Story
Oh the Meetings You’ll Go To: A Parody by Doctor Suits
The greatest (and possibly the only) educational experience of my entire school life: A Leavers Year
Book Anecdote
Racism is Destroying the Australian Dream Speech for non-indigenous people on Australia Day

The most important thing you can do to fight climate change: keep doing something about it.
Speech delivered to year 11 students

You are killing your kids with kindness. A letter for the local community newspaper
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ACTIVITY 3
Good writing will appeal to readers’ values and experiences. On the chart below
1. add to the list of different types of audiences
2. select the values of this group from the list provided after the table
3. write down the ideal channel of communication with this group.
Audience gender, ethnicity, age, position,
location

Values and experiences

Older 60+ Australians, educated

Best mode/medium for
communication
Newspaper, radio podcasts

Young males, West Australian
Country, farmers
Prime Minister of Australia
Refugee

wealth
respect
reputation
family
love
fairness
reliability
success
wisdom
excitement
independence
belonging

individuality
patriotism
human rights
rationality
compassion
protection
justice
commitment
integrity
honesty
hard work
peace
health

power
joy
community
the environment
democracy
equality
human dignity
giving to others
creativity
scientific progress
knowledge
strength
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Lesson Two – Text conventions and features
SYLLABUS CONTENT
Create texts using appropriate form, content, style and tone for different purposes and audiences
in real and imagined contexts
BACKGROUND
Prompts in the exam will often specify a text type for the writing. Markers will be looking for your
control of the conventions and the language features of the text types.
It is worthwhile keeping the glossary definitions in mind:
•
•
•

imaginative - texts whose primary purpose is to entertain or provoke through their literary
elements. They are recognised for their style and artistic or aesthetic value.
interpretive - texts whose primary purpose is to explain and interpret personalities, events,
ideas, representations or concepts.
persuasive - texts whose primary purpose is to put forward a point of view and persuade a
reader, viewer or listener.

TIPS
Imaginative Writing
Structure the text - focus on developing a single incident or idea rather than multiple events
Vocabulary - Vary the words you use. Avoid repetition (unless you're deliberately using is as a
rhetorical device!). Examine your writing for repeated use of words...and then switch it up! Find
synonyms.
Develop voice - If you are constructing fiction, your narrator's voice - their tone, style, delivery and
diction - contribute to their character. Language choices are key!
Create imagery - it doesn't matter whether you're writing fiction or non-fiction, your audience will
respond more effectively if they can visualise the situation. Offering evocative description is
essential to help your reader clearly understand the setting or situation you're trying to establish.
You can appeal to the readers' senses to create effective descriptions.
Experiment with language devices - Vary them! Don't stick with the same three or four...look for
and use new devices. Go to the websites below for ideas about devices you could experiment with
(note that there can be overlap):
•
•

Literary Devices: http://www.literarydevices.com/
My Class Notes: http://johnwatsonsite.com/MyClassNotes/Topics/NonFiction/NonFictionTechs.html
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Syntax for effect - Make decisions about when to use short, simple sentences and when to use
longer compound or complex sentences. For example, short sentences can create dramatic effects
in fiction, such as a sense of fear or anticipation. In interpretive and persuasive texts, short
sentences can highlight key points. Vary your sentence structures for balance and effect.
Persuasive texts
Persuasive texts seek to convince the audience to agree. They will offer a persuasive argument.
Appeal to emotions and logic – think about your audience and what will influence them –it may
be strong evidence, or it could be appeals to their values and what they hold dear to them.
Think of the best forms and media for your message – editorials, letters to the editor, opinion
articles, speeches, submissions, some narratives (particularly fables), scripts, monologues are all
possibilities
Experiment with language/stylistic features:
selection of detail,
structure of information
use of persona
exaggeration
anecdotes
word choice
colloquialisms

connotative/emotive
language
tone
use of humour
use of facts, data, statistics
use of experts or authority
figures
use of repetition or
rephrasing

rhetorical questions,
evidence
descriptive language
figurative language
imperative sentences or a
call to action
tricolon.

Interpretive texts
Interpretive texts explain or interpret personalities, events, ideas, representations or concepts.
Below are some ideas about purpose, form and language features of interpretive texts (these are
not exhaustive lists, rather they are designed to get you thinking).
Observe rather than argue: remember the aim of this kind of writing is to explain and explore
ideas, events, people or places. You are offering observations or thoughtful, balanced enquiry
rather than argument. You are sharing with the reader rather than persuading
Consider the variety of forms you can use - feature articles, letters, analytical essays for a specific
context, reflective essays for a specific context, news reports, biographies, autobiographies,
speeches, submissions, scripts (documentary, film).
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Experiment with language/stylistic features:
selection of detail,
sequencing of events,
lexical choice
use of persona

colloquialisms
anecdotes
connotative/emotive
language

tone
use of humour
descriptive language
figurative language

Tone and voice - Interpretive texts often come across as considered, reasonable, chatty or lighthearted in their treatment of a topic. They may have a personable attitude, seeking to engage the
audience in a conversation, leading them to a position in a gentle, friendly manner. Interpretive
texts often give the audience a feeling that they are being addressed personally.
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ACTIVITY 1
Below are topics for writing. See if you can think of different kinds of texts for each issue and a
possible audience. The first one has been filled on for you:
Imaginative
Short story of an obese

Obesity

child bullied in the school
yard.

Persuasive

Interpretive

Open letter to the

‘Diary of an over eater’

parent whose trolley was
loaded with junk food for

Humorous article for a

the school holidays

blog

Travel

Beach

Home

Belonging
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ACTIVITY 2
Take one of the rows from the previous column and write an engaging opening for each of the
different texts. Below is a what a plan of what these different kinds of writing may look like for the
first column.
For example:
Short story of an obese
child bullied in the school
yard.

Opinion article convincing

‘Diary of an over eater’

parents that treating
children with junk food is

Humorous article for a

harmful to their health

blog
Opening with an

Opening starts with the

Obesity

taunts of children picking
on another –dialogue
3

rd

person narrator –

observing and reporting
the actions of the
children and reactions of
the ‘victim’

Opening begins with

anecdote from the

‘Recent research has

previous evening –making

shown…

a second meal late at

Strong statement of the
problem
Direct address to parents
on why they are the
problem

night.
Personal, confession that
this is a common think
to do – story of my life
as an overeater -
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Lesson Three – Unpacking the exam prompts
SYLLABUS CONTENT
Create texts using appropriate form, content, style and tone for different purposes and audiences
in real and imagined contexts.
BACKGROUND
In the previous lessons you were exploring different options for writing. In the exam you will not
have total freedom. Remember you must use the question prompt and attend to ALL the terms
within it.
DEMONSTRATION:
Write a persuasive text for a specific audience from your own context that explores a topical social
issue.
 Persuasive text – speech, letter for newspaper, open letter via social media
 Specific audience from your own context – fellow students, parents of school community,
Principal, fellow Australians, local community members, young women? men? Sport
enthusiasts? Book club?
 Topical social issue – topical = subject to debate! Social = concern to community or society.
Idea: The school is not doing enough to curb sexism
Possible title: Letter to the Principal on the need to take stronger action to stop sexism.

ACTIVITY 1
Examine questions from previous papers. Practice unpacking the key prompts and planning for
writing. The example above may be helpful.
Previous papers can be found at: https://www.etawa.org.au/resources/atar-english-resources/
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ACTIVITY 2
It is a good idea to prepare to responding to the different kinds of prompts. You can use the
wording from previous papers but change the prompts for additional practise:

1.

Collect pictures to respond to the following questions:
Write a narrative inspired by the setting below:

Image by Free-Photos from Pixabay

•

Use the ideas suggested by this image at the beginning or end of a short narrative.

Image by Peter H from Pixabay
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In a form of your choice, create a text that offers a perspective on an idea expressed in the
image below.

Image by Michael Gaida from Pixabay

2.

Find quotes and use them as prompts for questions such as:
•

Incorporate this quote into a piece of narrative writing

•

Use this statement or the ideas it contains in a piece of writing in a form of your choice.

•

Argue for or against this statement in a persuasive essay

•

Use this line as the opening sentence in a piece of writing.

•

Incorporate this quote into the climax of an imaginative text

from sites such as:
• Goodreads https://www.goodreads.com/quotes
• Parade https://parade.com/937586/parade/life-quotes/
• Wisdom quotes https://wisdomquotes.com/life-quotes/
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